RECRUITMENT CASE STUDY

HOTEL GROUP SEEKING EMPLOYEES
GENERATES 20 APPLICATIONS
IN ONE MONTH AFTER LAUNCHING
A DIGITAL RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGN
THE SITUATION

Raldex is a leading hospitality group that has Hilton Garden Inn, Holiday Inn Express, Staybridge Suites, and Hampton Inn &
Suites under their umbrella. They wanted to recruit for positions in front desk, restaurant service, kitchen staff, as well as
maintenance and housekeeping.
The group maintains an 86% capacity at any time of the year. Given that Florence is the halfway point between New York
and Miami on I-95, they needed to address their staffing needs and thus, partnered with Influence Digital Agency.

THE INFLUENCE DIGITAL AGENCY SOLUTION
We executed the following strategies for this campaign:

• Local Look Back - We fenced all the hotels in the local area and pulled the IP addresses of anyone who had entered
the property over the past year. We then took out all the people who had been there less than 10 days and targeted the
remaining current and former employees with recruitment ads. We then took that list and expanded it, creating lookalike
audiences on social media to increase the reach of the campaign with people whose demographics resembled hotel
employees.
• Employment Campaign - This included audience targeted display, retargeting, email marketing, and social media,
targeting the demographics and keywords that fit the positions the hotel group was hiring for.
For social media, we took several pictures of their staff to use in numerous carousel ads, further boosting our
campaign:
—

Internal branding and engagement improved - the staff felt valued and included in our efforts.

—

We used recognizable photos of real people throughout the campaign

—

Staff members were encouraged to talk to their friends and family in the community about the opportunities the
hotel group was offering
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• Hiring Website with GTM - We reduced their 7-step hiring process into a 3-step hiring site that resembled job site
applications. By connecting Google Tag Manager to the site, we were able to gauge the effectiveness of the site and
adjust where necessary. This site is not indexed with Google - which means it does not interfere with their hotel online
presence and is only accessed through the ads served through our campaign.
• Geography and Demographics – We targeted people who fit the demographic profile of hotel workers given by the
client and set the geography of a 30-mile radius around the properties.

THE RESULTS

Within just the first month of running the campaign, we have been able to generate the following results:

20 APPLICATIONS

were turned in over the 30-day period.

Served 47,242 ads on social media and Local Look Back campaigns, receiving 1,003 clicks,
maintaining a 2.12% CTR with 652 link clicks

Served 69,808 ads with intent targeting, acquiring 128 clicks for a 0.18% CTR (national
average is 0.08%) targeting content and behaviors online

Served 24,339 ads through retargeting to those who had been to the site through our ads,
previously bringing 61 of these interested parties back to the site for a CTR of 0.25%

Served 23,340 ads to current and former employees of the surrounding area hotels with the
Local Look Back campaign, gaining another 50 clicks to the website for a 0.21% CTR

Sent out 40,000 emails that were opened by 6,557 people, a 16.39% open rate and clicked
on by 1,127, leading them to the employment website and giving the client a 2.82% CTR

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
Not being familiar with the process of digital marketing, I was a bit hesitant and skeptical in investing in a
marketing plan. Josh was very patient with me, and his knowledge and expertise convinced me to invest in
what is turning out to be one of our most successful marketing campaigns to date. Thank you.

CHAD PATTERSON

VP of Raldex Hospitality Group
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